Interconnecting the Internet

GigaPIX, the Portuguese, not-for-profit, neutral Internet eXchange Point.

www.fccn.pt
www.gigapix.pt
E-mail: noc@fccn.pt
Telephone: +351 21 844 01 00
Mission

- To help the development of the Internet in Portugal
- To keep traffic local resulting in lower interconnectivity costs
- To promote traffic exchange efficiency resulting in reduced delays and improved end-user experience

Why peer at GigaPIX?

- Gigapix is a not-for-profit neutral Internet exchange Point
- No fees applied for peering speeds for up to 10 Gbps
- GigaPIX platform is distributed over 4 datacenters
- Redundant connections between Lisbon data centers
- Available open Route Server for both Lisbon and Porto
- GigaPIX is a founding member of Euro-IX.

Our Services

- Peering speeds ranging from 1Gbps to 100Gbps
- 24x7 access to NOC
- Route Server service
- Traffic statistics

Who can connect?

GigaPIX is open to all types of organizations provided they fulfil all the technical and administrative requirements as specified in the membership agreement. These requirements state that for connecting you must be a legally recognized entity, have your own ASN and IP networks properly registered.